
ICPPA 2015 

International Conference on Particle Physics and Astrophysics 

October 5-10, 2015 

Moscow, Russia, Shipilovskaya Street, 28A, Hotel Milan. 

Timetable 

You can find the timetable of the conference by the following address: 

http://indico.cfr.mephi.ru/event/2/timetable/#20151006 

The talks will be given from October, 6
th

 to 10
th

. 

Conference proceedings 

The Proceedings of the conference will be published at Journal of Physics: Conference Series indexed by 

Scopus. 

Deadline of submitting papers for the proceedings is still October 1, 2015. Please prepare your proceeding 

until that date if you would like it to be published and send the draft to incos_mephi@mail.ru with copy to 

PZBuzhan@mephi.ru. Visit the Conference web page to get more information about Paper Submission and 

templates for the proceedings: http://indico.cfr.mephi.ru/event/2/page/7  

Posters 

If you are going to present a poster please notice that posters should be printed at paper up to A1 (594x841 

mm) format.  

No composite posters made of few smaller formats are allowed. 

Posters should be placed on the wall in the morning of October, 6
th

  and removed in the afternoon of 

October, 10
th

. You should be near your poster at least during the poster session your poster is included to 

(during one of the coffee-breaks). 

 

Road from the Airports 

There are three possibilities you could use to reach hotel Milan from the Airport. 

1. Taxi 

You can take a taxi at the corresponding desk at the Airport (desk is called “Official taxi”).  

Beware of using the services of private carriers that will be suggested to you after the green 

corridor. You can also use Uber or Gett services at your smartphone. 

 

2. Aeroexpress and metro 

You can find the railroad station near each airport, just follow “Aeroexpress” signs. The trains are 

circulating between airports and Moscow’s train stations (more information and schedule can be 

found here: https://aeroexpress.ru/en ). When you will reach the train station in Moscow you can 

use metro (map is below) to reach Domodedovskaya metro station near hotel Milan.  

http://indico.cfr.mephi.ru/event/2/timetable/%2320151006
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3. Bus 

If you will arrive at Domodedovo airport you can also use bus #308. These buses are circulated 

between Domodedovo airport and Domodedovskaya metro station near hotel Milan. The bus station 

is outside the airport area near the road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Meals 

Business-lunch is available in hotel Milan at a price of 450 Rub. 

If you would like to go outside here are some café/restaurants nearby: 

 «Tanuki Sushi Bar» (Тануки) 

Japanese cuisine. 

The average bill for one person: 700-1000 Rub.  

Distance from hotel: 300m. 

 

 «Room Café&Bar» 

European and Japanese cuisine. 

The average bill for one person: 1500-2000 Rub. 

Business lunch from 12:00 to 17:00 at a price of 150-270 Rub. 

Distance from hotel: 700m. 

 

 «Benvenuto» (Бенвенуто) 

Italian and European cuisine. 

The average bill for one person: 1000-1500 Rub.  

Distance from hotel: 650m. 

 

 Pizza Restaurant «Pizzburg» (Пиццбург) 

Italian and Japanese cuisine. 

Pizza 31 cm for 380-680 Rub. Distance from hotel: 700m. 

 

 «Planeta Sushi» (Планета Суши) 

Japanese cuisine 

The average bill for one person: 700-1000 Rub.  

Distance from hotel: 150m. 

 

Map of the nearby café/restaurants:  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Contacts 

Information about the conference is available on the conference website: 

http://indico.cfr.mephi.ru/e/ICPPA2015 

Email: incos_mephi@mail.ru 

Address: 115563, Russia, Moscow, Shipilovskaya Street, 28A, Hotel Milan. 

In case of any problems please call for responsible persons of organizing committee: 

Peter Teterin  

Mobile phone: +7(915)762-58-92 

E-mail: Teterin.PE@gmail.com 
 

Evgeny Soldatov 

Mobile phone: +7(916)688-87-96 

E-mail: EYSoldatov@mephi.ru 
 
We are looking forward seeing you in Moscow! 
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